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Rapid weight loss, aging, or even genetics can cause
saggy under-chin skin. Dr. Doris Day of Day Dermatology
and Aesthetics recommends Ulthera. It uses focused
ultrasound energy to regenerate collagen and create a lift.
Results can last for up to two years; treatment may have
to be repeated in six to nine months.

Dr. Bruce Katz of Juva Skin & Laser Center suggests
UltraShape to shrink pudgy lower abs. It uses pulsed,
focused ultrasound waves to shake up fat cells, breaking
their fragile walls. Post-treatment, you release the
newly broken up fat through the body's natural
processes. (Ahem ...in the baiio.)

Been considering a nose job but scared of how it would
turn out? Dr. Philip Miller of Gotham Plastic Surgery says
Liquid Rhinoplasty can temporarily (for up to a year)
change the shape, size, and position of t he nasal bridge,
straighten the nose, and even hide bumps by using fillers
such as Restylane, Juvederm, or Belotero.

Over 80% of women have cellulite, but Dr. Leyda Bowes
of Bowes Dermatology says there's a quick treatment to
significantly reduce it. Velashape Ill uses combined radio
frequency energy and infrared heat to reduce fat cells .
and form new collagen. The end result: Less cellulite, less
lumpiness, tighter skin, and a smaller circumference.
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No one has to know you got a few
nips and tucks with your salad.
By MILLY

Over 30 million women report losing their hair each year.
Dr. David Rosenberg, founder of Hair Care MD, recommends
platelet-rich plasma to get it back. Here's how it works: A
doc draws a bit of blood and combines it with liquid calcium,
which causes blood platelets to rupture and release their
growth factors. That liquid is then injected into your scalp.
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elieve it or not, you can make some pretty major upgrades
to your face and body without checking into an O.R.
Here, leading dermatologists and plastic surgeons in New
York City and Miami break down the latest procedures that you
can do in an hour or less. The best part: There's no downtime
so your colegas will have no idea what you've been up to.
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Got dark circles that no amount of sleep can fix? We feel
your pain. Thin undereye skin, which only gets thinner as you
age, makes veins visible, casting shadows. Dr. Paul Jarrod
Frank, founder and director of Fifth Avenue Dermatolgy
Surgery and Laser Center, recommends Restylane/Hyaluronic
acid injections to correct hollows and pigmentation.

